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Abstract

Background. Drug-induced movement disorders (DIMDs) form an important subgroup of
secondary movement disorders, which despite conferring a significant iatrogenic burden, tend
to be under-recognized and inappropriately managed.
Objective.We aimed to look into phenomenology, predictors of reversibility, and its impact on
the quality of life of DIMD patients.
Methods.We conducted the study in the Department of Neurology at a tertiary-care centre in
India. The institutional ethics-committee approved the study. We assessed 55-consecutive
DIMD patients at presentation to our movement disorder clinic. Subsequently, they followed
up to evaluate improvement in severity-scales (UPDRS, UDRS, BARS, AIMS) and quality of life
(EuroQol-5D-5L). Wilcoxan-signed-rank test compared the scales at presentation and follow-
up. Binary-logistic-regrerssion revealed the independent predictors of reversibility.
Results. Fourteen patients (25.45%) had acute-subacute DIMD and 41 (74.55%) had tardive
DIMD. Tardive-DIMD occurred more commonly in the elderly (age 50.73�16.92 years,
p<0.001). Drug-induced-Parkinsonism (DIP) was the most common MD, followed by tardi-
vedyskinesia. Risperidone and levosulpiride were the commonest culprit drugs. Patients in both
the groups showed a statistically significant response to drug-dose reduction /withdrawal based
on follow-up assessment on clinical-rating-scales and quality of life scores (EQ-5D-5L). DIMD
was reversible in 71.42% of acute-subacute DIMD and 24.40% of patients with chronic DIMD
(p=0.001). Binary-logistic-regression analysis showed acute-subacute DIMDs and DIP as
independent predictors of reversibility.
Conclusion. DIP is the commonest and often reversible drug-induced movement disorder.
Levosulpiride is notorious for causing DIMD in the elderly, requiring strict pharmacovigilance.

Letter to the editor
Sir,

Drug-induced movement disorders (DIMDs) are often considered preventable and poten-
tially treatable neurological disorders. Despite their substantial burden, they are frequently
overlooked and inadequately managed owing to poor quality of life.

We aimed to look into phenomenology, predictors of reversibility, and its impact on the
quality of life of DIMD patients.

We conducted a prospective cohort study that included patients with DIMDs. The ethical
committee duly approved the study (ECR/262/Inst/UP/2013/RR-16). Patients with a new-onset
movement disorder secondary to exposure to a drug (probable ADR) were enrolled based on the
Naranjo-Adverse Drug Reaction Probability Scale (Supplementary Figure 1). DIMD was diag-
nosed based on DSM-IV-TR criteria.1 We excluded patients with a pre-existing movement
disorder, chronic liver disease, chronic kidney disease, and chronic alcoholism. We reviewed
available medical records of drugs, their dosage, the indication for use, the latency of DIMD, total
duration, co-morbidities, and positive family history. Patients were classified into different
movement disorders per DSM-IV-TR criteria for medication-induced movement disorder.
We used a standard videotape protocol to record abnormal movements. Clinical and video
assessments of the patients were done by investigators (either HSM or SP). We used the Unified
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Table 1. Clinical Characteristics, Outcomes, Comparison of Clinical Rating Scales and Quality of Life at Enrolment and at Follow-Up of Patients with DIMD

Clinical characteristics Acute/subacute DIMD (n = 14%)
Chronic DIMD
(n = 41%)

Total (n = 55%)
(Acute þ Chronic) P value

Sex

Male 6 (42.86) 20 (48.78) 26 (47.27) .934

Female 8 (57.14) 21 (51.22) 29 (52.73)

Age (years), mean � SD 35.28 � 19.04 50.73 � 16.92 46.8 � 18.59 .006

DOE (duration of exposure)

Mean � SD (days) 5.33 � 4.87 275.34 � 355.55

Median 5.5 147 <.001

Range 1–30 30–1820

Dominant phenomenology, n (%)

DIP 5 (35.71) 16 (39.02) 21 (38.18)

Dystonia 6 (42.86) 4 (9.76) 10 (18.18)

Akathisia 2 (14.29) 2 (4.88) 4 (7.27)

Tardive dyskinesia 0 (0.00) 12 (29.27) 12 (21.82)

Postural tremor 0 (0.00) 7 (17.07) 7 (12.73)

NMS 1 (7.14) 0 (0.00) 1 (1.81) .023

Offending agent involved, n (%)

Prokinetic 8 (44.44) 14 (29.79) 22 (33.85)

AED 1 (5.56) 8 (17.02) 9 (13.85)

FGA 2 (11.11) 3 (6.38) 5 (7.69)

SGA 4 (22.22) 16 (34.04) 20 (30.77)

Others 3 (16.67) 6 (12.77) 9 (13.85) .801

Reversibility, n (%)

Reversible 10 (71.42) 10 (24.40)

Persistent 4 (28.57) 31(75.60) .001

Clinical rating scales At presentation At outcomeb

Scale (n) Mean � SD Median Range Mean � SD Median Range aP value

UPDRS (21) 58.38 � 30.22 59 16–116 22.94 � 13.49 22.50 2–64 <.001*

UDRS (10) 10.11 � 5.80 8 3–19 4.72 � 4.62 5.5 0–13 .028*

BARS (4) 9.00 � 0.00 9 9–9 6.00 � 2.16 5.5 4–9 .109

AIMS (12) 12.35 � 5.92 12 4–20 7.45 � 4.57 6 2–16 .011*

EQ-5D-5L

Domain (n = 55) Median score Range Median score Range aP value

Mobility 2 0–4 1 0–4 <.001*

Self-care 2 0–4 0 0–4 <.001*

Usual activities 2 0–4 0 0–4 <.001*

Pain/discomfort 1 0–4 0 0–4 .045*

Anxiety/depression 1 0–4 1 0–4 <.001*

Total health 40 20–90 70 20–100 .003*

*Significance (P < .05).
Abbreviations: AIMS, Abnormal Involuntary Movement Scale; BARS, Barnes Akathisia Rating Scale; EQOL-5D-5L, European Quality of Life� 5 dimensions 5 levels; UDRS, Unified Dystonia Rating
Scale; UPDRS, Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale.
aWilcoxon signed ranked tests.
bOutcome assessment for acute–subacute and chronic DIMDs were done at 3 and 6 months, respectively.
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Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale, Unified Dystonia Rating Scale,
and Barnes akathisia Rating Scale for Parkinsonism, dystonia, and
akathisia, respectively. The Abnormal Involuntary Movement
Scale was used to assess tardive dyskinesia. The patient’s quality
of life was assessed using the Hindi version of the European quality
of life scale (EQ-5D-5L). It comprises five levels of difficulties, from
no problem to extreme problems, in five domains scored as 0–4.

Patients with acute/subacute DIMD were followed at one week,
two weeks, and three months, whereas chronic DIMD patients
were assessed at 3- and 6-month intervals using the clinical rating
scales and quality of life questionnaire. Reversible DIMD was
defined if the abnormal involuntary movement completely disap-
peared after cessation of the offending drug, whereas persistent or
recurrent abnormal involuntary movement, even after discontin-
uation of the offending drug or if patients were taking medications
to control symptoms, was defined as irreversible.Wilcoxon signed-
ranked test compared the various clinical rating scales and quality
of life scores at presentation and follow-up to measure the statis-
tically significant difference. Binary logistic regression analysis
detected the independent predictors of the reversibility of DIMD.
SPSS software for Windows (Version 24.0) performed the
statistical analysis, and P values <.05 were considered statistically
significant.

We enrolled a total of 55 patients. The mean age of our study
population was 46.8 � 18.59 years (range 7–77), and almost
75% (n = 41) of patients presented with chronic DIMDs. Females
(52.73%, n = 29) outnumbered males (Table 1). Drug-induced
Parkinsonism (DIP) was the most common movement disorder
seen in 21 (38.18%) patients. Tardive dyskinesia was noted in
12 (21.82%) patients (Table 1). Risperidone (n = 20; 36.36%) and
levosulpiride (n= 16; 29.10%) were the most frequently used drugs
(Table 1).

The clinical rating scale and quality of life scores (EQ-5D-5L)
showed significant improvement at follow-up in both groups of
DIMD patients. Among patients with acute/subacute DIMD, the
disease was reversible in 10/14 (71.42%) of the patients, whereas
only 10/41 (24.40%) of patients with chronic DIMD had a revers-
ible course (P < .001).

Univariate analysis revealed that advanced age, acute–subacute
DIMD, and DIP were associated with reversible outcomes. Acute–
subacuteDIMD(OR2.594; 95%CI: 2.115–84.702,P= .006) andDIP
(OR 1.857; 95% CI: 0.033–0.742, P = .020) were independent pre-
dictors of reversibility on binary logistic regression.

Acute dystonic reactions were common in the young, whereas
chronic DIMD was observed in the elderly. Striatal degeneration
and decreased metabolic inactivation of drugs likely contribute to
increased sensitivity to drugs, especially dopamine blockers.

The commonest DIMD in our study was DIP. In a study of
levosulpiride-induced movement disorders, Parkinsonism was the
commonest, followed by tardive dyskinesia.2 In another study of
97 patients, tardive dystonia (n = 41; 42.2%) and postural tremor
(n = 38; 39.2%) were more frequent, followed by Parkinsonism
(n = 32; 33%). Different drug profiles may be a plausible explana-
tion as most of the patients were on non-dopamine receptor
blockers.3

As the most common DIMD, DIP may be due to its relatively
shorter latency (a few weeks to 3 months) after drug exposure and
prominent parkinsonian features. Complete reversibility after the
offending drug’s withdrawal can also be a reason; however, it may

be challenging to differentiate it from the unmasking of pre-
existing Parkinson’s disease. On the contrary, tardive DIMDs
present with oro-facial-lingual dyskinesias, often combined with
other movement disorders. Its long latency and mostly irreversible
course in the elderly population with co-morbidities and multiple
drug treatments seem to be the reason for the under-recognition.

In our study, antipsychotic medications were the most common
drugs associated with DIMD (38.46%), of which 80% of patients
took second-generation antipsychotics. Widespread usage and off-
label use can be the reasons for this observation. Moreover, the
study endorses that EPS remains a significant issue even with
newer atypical antipsychotics deemed to have less affinity for D2
receptors.

Intriguingly, levosulpiride was associated with DIMD in many
patients. Levosulpiride contributes to almost 26%–68.93% of
DIMDs comprising Parkinsonism, tardive dyskinesia, akathisia,
dystonia, and tremors.4 The higher percentage of DIMDs attrib-
uted to levosulpiride reflects its more frequent usage in current
practice, especially for gastrointestinal problems. The poor dopa-
minergic reserve, poor drug metabolism, and interaction with
multiple drugs may be the reasons for developing DIMD in
patients.5 Increased numbers may also reflect that we included
patients from the gastroenterology clinic. DIP is the commonest
and often reversible DIMD. Levosulpiride is notorious for causing
DIMD in the elderly, requiring strict pharmacovigilance. Chronic
DIMDs are frequently irreversible, necessitating more effective
therapeutic options.
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